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The author gives a thorough analysis of important characteristics of Business English as an instrument of communication in business world. The features outlined help to understand deeper the need of the crucial role of Business English pronunciation as an independent branch of English for Specific Purposes. Moreover, it advances the understanding of the successful teaching Business English to be used in real-to-life situations in a framework of the defined grammar and vocabulary peculiarities defined in a paper. The features of the official-business style of the English language are discussed in the paper. Therefore, the specific vocabulary and grammar peculiarities are analyzed by the author. Alongside with the presented grammar and vocabulary discourse characteristics, the syntactical features and text organization of business correspondence are clearly determined and presented in the paper. For the profound and clear understanding of the main features of correspondence organization the example of business letter is presented to demonstrate its main composition parts and the whole structure. The professional profile of Business English in terms of main real-to-life situation participants is given to develop teachers’ expertise in the student-oriented learning flow. The stylistics of Business English has been presented here as one of the leading traits of the business text discourse. Moreover, the vocabulary of official-business style is pronounced as a core of Business English text discourse. The author gives some conversational phrases, expressions and other stylistics notions to exemplify the paper analysis.
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Introduction. The recent advances in English for Specific Purposes as the leading place of Business English (BE) teaching have appeared as a scientific study. Furthermore, the BE structure itself as a sublanguage has occurred to be the researchers’ scope for the last decades: how to teach efficiently, where the strongest and the weakest points of the students’ learning flow and the main core of BE language are presented, i.e. the interaction between students and teachers within a lesson framework must be enhanced with the special methodology, techniques etc. Recent surveys have shown many scientific researches in the BE sphere as an integral part in the English language for Specific Purposes education system.

Hence, there is a need to clarify the area of BE in a framework of ESP: is it an independent branch? What are the BE peculiarities?

Paper Purpose and Tasks Statement. It’s important to mention, that BE teaching has been promoted by the significant changes in economy. A vast majority of businessmen use English for every day professional routine. Otherwise, BE has attracted a lot of researchers of the Language for Specific Purposes methodology. A great number of literature has shown the theoretical reflection of the system analysis of BE [1, 7, 8]. A variety of literature in this area allows us to be prepared in official-business communication. The thorough understanding of the real-to-life communication needs has determined the priorities and range of emphases to be made while determining the BE structure itself.

Firstly, there are the BE sublanguage peculiarities as follows: special vocabulary, grammar, and syntax, functional language, syntax and language features of texts.

Due to this, we offer the paper objectives as follows:
1. To single out the style concept of BE in the language framework.
2. To determine the stylistic features of official-business English.
3. To identify specific vocabulary and grammatical features of the business language materials according to the official business documents.
4. To give a structure of a business letter as an example of the text organization in business correspondence.

Let’s define stylistics as a science which deals with the language expressions to be used in different situations concerning the communication subject, doers of the situations and the intentions of the communicators. Actually, it sounds like an attempt to encrypt "the use of a particular language”. Therefore the stylistics has been developed into an independent branch of the language science which studies a number of specific language characteristics like expressive, emotional properties of various linguistic notions. Furthermore, there are different functional styles of language.

Let us consider the classification of the linguistic style of modern English described in the works of I.R. Halperin, M.Y. Ivillinha, I.M. Razinkynoy, I.V. Arnold etc. According to the recent researches, the
modern English functional styles are as follows: official and business style, colloquial style, scientific style, publicist style and fiction. Of course, there is a diversity of substyles in a framework of the language style researches. But as we are studying the BE peculiarities, the scope of our attention must be drawn to the official style used in business writing; the composition of various official documents/texts/papers in everyday life. It can be referred to the clearly-objective language style necessary in business relationships and the service area for various business/communication occasions and solutions. Moreover, classification of various diplomatic documents, commercial correspondence, judicial-procedural documents, laws, etc. is proposed by I.R. Halperin [1]. Actually, in modern business world it helps to distinctly produce a variety of business communication in English, as the language of business documents. Here and after, we are of great concern on the A.P. Devkyn’s thought who put attention to the three types of official-business style: the style of official documents, business correspondence and legal documents. Nevertheless, the aim of writing of any document is regulated by trade, service and political relationships. Properly designed document bears the fully clarified notions and expresses the main conditions to be followed.

As it was mentioned before, the stylistics of the BE language studies the main peculiarities: vocabulary and grammar, syntactical features and text organization. The most of speaking business language material pronounces functional and stylistic coloring [2, 3]. So, let’s consider in detail the specific lexical features of official-business style, id est. the vocabulary of official-business style.

Noteworthy, there is a professional profile listing the first group as follows: the members of specific professions (e.g. teller, auditor, accountant, manager etc.) and their activities in the communication routine (e.g. executor, testator, vendor, purchaser etc.). The other group of the professional profile presents job titles, e.g., The Head of the Credit Department - Head of lending, Head of Lending; Loan Officer—economist loans, Sales Manager—head of sales department, Production Manager - Head production, Staff Manager—personnel department, etc., id est phrase collocations in the BE vocabulary area [3,4].

The scientific survey of literature has shown the BE specific vocabulary within its terminology, for example: I beg to move; I beg to inform you; the above-mentioned; to draw consequences; and others. In various reports, documents, charts the phraseology combinations can be found, such linking words as hereby; henceforth; a foresaid. There are various terms such as taxable capacities, extra revenue; recommendation etc. in financial documents. The study survey of a number of diplomatic documents has shown a lot of latin/french words and expressions like persona grata; persona nongrata; the quorum mutatis mutandis, etc. A diversity of abbreviations used in business texts brings in a significant role by the specific coloring of the BE language, for example: M.P. (Member of Parliament); N.S. (His Majesty's Steamship); gvt (government); pmt (Parliament); i. e. (Id est = that is); G. C SI (Knight Grand Commander of the Star of India); U. N. (United Nations); D. A. S. (Department of Agriculture, Scotland); D. A. O. (Divisional Ammunition Officer). In the language of business documents there is no metaphor, metonymy or any fiction coloring. It helps to enhance the author’s intentions with the help of the main text discourse [5,6].

Let’s consider the use of introduction phrases such as: Dear Madam or Sir, Dear Spooner, Dear Mr Black; Yours faithfully, Yours, Thank you, Yours obediently, etc. And the questions arise: What are the peculiarities of business correspondence? What is the text organization?

There are certain rules of writing official letters, which must clearly respond to the signed agreement. Business letter has a distinct structure as follows: salutation, introduction, body of the letter, conclusions and signature.

The example of a business letter is given below to learn the structure:

Dear Sir,

Please draw $ 3.000 on us at 30, day's sight.

We hope that we shall come to a satisfactory arrangement.

Yours faithfully,

John Brown.

To have a business letter composed successfully, it should be properly divided into the text paragraphs mentioned above. Moreover, the letter paragraphs are not autonomous parts: they depend on the logical content of the letter for a clearly organized text. Such a smoothness of the letter is reached by a wide usage of linking words: in order to ..., even if you ..., contrary to what ..., in addition ..., in the latter case ... etc [8].

Some colloquial elements are used in a body of the letter such as: conversational phrases and expressions - of course, to be happy, somewhat, to be sorry; colloquial phraseology - on the other hand, to put in hand etc. The discourse analysis of business letter text has shown the range of grammar peculiarities. For example, the usage of modal verbs "may", "might", "would", which often expresses the ability to perform a particular action as in the following sentence: "We will happy to supply any additional information for you that may require about materials and prices"; "Would you please ...", "We'd appreciate ...", "We'd be grateful ...". The conclusion part of the letter usually has the following phrases: We are looking forward to
hearing from you ..., Feel free to contact me by phone or email ... etc. It’s worth to mention the grammar items that are not used in business letters: for example, the superlative degree of comparison of adjectives is very rare. Although there are certain clichés in business correspondence that serve as markers of logical accentuation, namely: it is hoped, it should be pointed out, it might be useful, as for ..., etc [5, 6].

Conclusions
Official-business styles as a linguistic subsystem and its lexical and syntactic features have been thoroughly discussed in the paper. The details and features of business correspondence with an example of official letter also have been studied. Some lexical and syntactic differences in the following official texts as financial and economic documents, diplomatic documents, legal documents and military documents are found. Therefore, each type of official-business documents is characterized by its own specific terminology and phraseology. Another characteristic features are: a number of traditional means of expression and the presence of archaic words and expressions. To specify the BE genre it’s noteworthy to mention the use of the diplomatic language. Here, the presence of a certain number of Latin and French words and expressions is vivid. Due to the analysis of the BE syntactic features, the following conclusions can be given as follows:

1. The main properties refer to long sentences with the large number of conjunctions. Also, there is the use of parallel structures.
2. As a rule, one sentence covers all conditions of the agreement, which characterizes the relationship and that may arise as a result of such relations.
3. A clear structure of the BE style of an official statement is based on the principle of clear pronunciation of different thoughts in one business text.

This article has given the main message of the official-business English being as a language subsystem with its specific concept of scientific and correspondence styles. The research has revealed the stylistic, lexical and grammatical features of official-business English to be considered as a special kind of peculiar correspondence activity that differs significantly from the other functional language styles. A number of important terms and notions such as speech style, text types, classification of styles in English have been proposed in a paper to give a clear understanding of the BE style concept.

More detailed examples explored are style features, including its lexical and syntactic features, especially the official correspondence.

The research of this article has been relevantly given for the future highly qualified specialists to be acquainted with the features of official-business style to clearly differentiate their criteria. English is the international language used for communication in public life, in political, legislative and the administrative-economic management activities. The environment of developing society is variable and the official BE style is always changing its vocabulary. The professional competence in BE depends on the specialist’s self-actualization in business society. Therefore, the knowledge of business language stylistics and lexical/grammatical aspects enhances the teachers’ familiarity with the teaching material to be taught for the special audience due to the main purpose of the higher education which is to prepare competent and highly skilled professionals who deal with correspondence writing and construct their own style of business communication in every day meetings and interactions.
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